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Legal notices
Copyright notice
© Copyright 2008-2018 Micro Focus or one of its affiliates.
The only warranties for products and services of Micro Focus and its affiliates and licensors (“Micro Focus”)
are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein
should be construed as constituting an additional warranty. Micro Focus shall not be liable for technical or
editorial errors or omissions contained herein. The information contained herein is subject to change without
notice.

Trademark notices
Adobe™ is a trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated.
Microsoft® and Windows® are U.S. registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
UNIX® is a registered trademark of The Open Group.
This product includes an interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library, which is Copyright ©
1995-2002 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler.

Documentation updates
The title page of this document contains the following identifying information:
l
l
l

Software Version number, which indicates the software version.
Document Release Date, which changes each time the document is updated.
Software Release Date, which indicates the release date of this version of the software.

To verify you are using the most recent edition of a document, go to
https://softwaresupport.softwaregrp.com/manuals.
You will also receive new or updated editions of documentation if you subscribe to the appropriate product
support service. Contact your Micro Focus sales representative for details.
To check for new versions of software, go to https://www.hpe.com/software/entitlements. To check for recent
software patches, go to https://softwaresupport.softwaregrp.com/patches.
The sites listed in this section require you to sign in with a Software Passport. You can register for a Passport
through a link on the site.

Support
Visit the Micro Focus Software Support Online website at https://softwaresupport.softwaregrp.com.
This website provides contact information and details about the products, services, and support that Micro
Focus offers.
Micro Focus online support provides customer self-solve capabilities. It provides a fast and efficient way to
access interactive technical support tools needed to manage your business. As a valued support customer,
you can benefit by using the support website to:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Search for knowledge documents of interest
Submit and track support cases and enhancement requests
Access the Software Licenses and Downloads portal
Download software patches
Access product documentation
Manage support contracts
Look up Micro Focus support contacts
Review information about available services
Enter into discussions with other software customers
Research and register for software training
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Most of the support areas require you to register as a Passport user and sign in. Many also require a support
contract.
You can register for a Software Passport through a link on the Software Support Online site.
To find more information about access levels, go to
https://softwaresupport.softwaregrp.com/web/softwaresupport/access-levels.
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Micro Focus Content Manager Release Notes
Introduction to Content Manager 9.3
Content Manager 9.3 is a governance based enterprise content management system designed to help
government agencies, regulated industries and global organizations manage their business content
from creation to disposal. Content Manager is the cornerstone of the Micro Focus Secure Content
Management Suite that provides customers the capability to lower operating costs, secure information,
enhance compliance and increase productivity. Through innovation and interoperability Content
Manager is transforming how business manages content across the lifecycle, helping to maintain
control over this valuable asset throughout the process of creation, collaboration and mobile access.
By focusing on areas of; automatic classification and policy application - with linked security control,
manage-in-place functionality, and feature rich mobile access, Content Manager will help you address
areas of cost, compliance, productivity, information privacy and security.
Developed with more than 30 years of information management expertise, Content Manager 9.3 is a
comprehensive, out-of-the-box software solution and a key component of Micro Focus’ Information,
Management and Governance portfolio.
Content Manager 9.3 is designed to the International Standard of Records Management (ISO
15489:2001), and elements of ISO16175: Principles and Functional Requirements for Records in
Electronic Office Environments.

Overview of Content Manager 9.3
This third minor release of the Content Manager 9 program series includes all fixes and enhancements
that were shipped in the previous releases of Content Manager. For details of the previous release,
please refer to the relevant release notes.
This release includes support for English (International) and English (US).
For technical details, including the support matrix, refer to CM9.3_Spec.pdf and CM9.3_Install.pdf
The authoritative list of fixed change requests included in this release can be found on
https://softwaresupport.softwaregrp.com
To access this list:
1. Navigate to https://softwaresupport.softwaregrp.com
2. Log on using your passport (SAID required)
3. Select “Knowledge Base”
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4. Construct search by selecting:
a. Document type -> “known problems” and “enhancement requests”
b. Products -> “content manager (hpe rm)”
c. Version -> “x.xx” e.g. 9.30
d. Workflow Status -> “completed”
5. Select “Save Search” and enter a name for later reference.
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New Features
Content Manager
Rebranding
This release of Content Manager introduces a fresh visual style reflecting our new company, Micro
Focus. The brand and color palette is aligned with the company’s desire to build a consistent approach
to our brand and continue the market leadership of Content Manager on a world-wide basis. With nearly
2,500 customers and more than 2,000,000 licensed users, Content Manager continues to innovate and
respond to customer demand and significant market trends.
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New tasks to update records
A number of new tasks have been added to Content Manager to allow easier updating of record
metadata.
Change Title
This option can be access from the record right-click Details – Title menu. It allows users with
appropriate permissions to update the title components of a single or multiple records.
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Change Record Number
There are two new options in Content Manager 9.3 that allow you to change the record number of
records.
If you have made changes to the Record Type numbering patterns or if there has been a restructure
which required records to be moved to different Record Types. Content Manager 9.3 now allows the
update of the record number of multiple records from the record right-click Administrative Tools –
Record Number menu. Using this option will re-number the selected records to match the new
numbering pattern, or to re-sequence them to match the numbering of their new Record Type.

The other option relates to Record Types that are using Container numbering. A new System Option
Automatically renumbering a record when moved to a new container has been added in this
release. When enabled, if a record that has inherited its number from its container is moved to another
container, then its number will be updated to reflect its new container number.

Updating Access Controls on multiple records
When multiple records require their Access Control settings to be customized, in Content Manager 9.3,
3 new options have been added. These options allow you to:
l

Add Locations to Access Controls – append the selected Locations to the existing Access
Control list.
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l

Remove Locations From Access Controls – remove the selected Locations from the existing
Access Control list.

l

Replace Current Access Control List with this list of Locations – replace the existing Access
Control list with the new Locations.

New tasks to update Locations
Change Location Type
Location Types can be easily changed from this release by using the Location right-click menu,
Change Location Type. This option allows you to change the Location Type of a single or multiple
Locations to a new Location Type, e.g. changing Locations that are of an Unknown type to a Person
type.
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The Internal status of the Locations can also be updated using this option.
Change Profile Data
Components of Location Profile information can also be updated from a single dialog now. From the
Location right-click menu, Change Profile Data, the Profile data that can be updated from this dialog:
l

User Type - change the user permissions for the selected Location(s)

l

Accept Logins – update the login permission for the selected Location(s)

l

Change Login Domain – update the login domain for the selected Location(s)

l

Change Login Expiry Date – set a Login Expiry date for the selected Location(s)

l

Change Use Profile Of – set a Location for the selected Location(s) to inherit their profile details
from.
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Modify Email Address
The new Location right-click menu, Modify Email, allows organizations to change the domain
component, i.e. @domain.com, of the email address of a single or multiple Locations.

Updating the default Jurisdictions on Locations
The Other Location Fields dialog has a new option added for the 9.3 release, Change default
Jurisdiction. This option allows organizations to apply a new default Jurisdiction to Location(s).
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View pane panel
We have introduced an option for users to be able to select the location of their View pane. In the
Content Manager client, on the View tab, from the drop-down Viewpane option, users can now opt to
have the View pane displayed at the bottom of the window (default) or to the right of the window.

ArcSight Integration
As part of the Audit options, Content Manager 9.3 can produce log files in Common Event Format
that can be ingested by ArcSight (or other industry standard log ingest systems). The new option,
Generate an additional offline audit log using ArcSight Common Event Format, is available on
the Administration - Audit - General tab.
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The Common Event Formatted log is written to the same location as the standard format Audit log, but
is prefixed with ArcSight_.

Office Integration
Prior to 9.3, when users Edited a document from the Content Manager client, there was a disconnect
between Office and Content Manager in that the Content Manager Office integration options were not
enabled. In 9.3, now when using the Edit option, the Content Manager Office integration options such
as Check In, Make Final, Check In on Close and Records Properties, will have the same behavior
as they do when you open a record from within the Content Manager integrated Office application.
This behavior is available when using the Office Integration with the Content Manager client.
An option to display the Content Manager Properties dialog has been moved to the Content Manger
options in the Office application, rather than having to update the installed Preferences configuration
file. If this option is enabled the record Properties dialog will be displayed rather opening a record
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window in the Content Manager client or Web Client. This allows users to easily set the option to suit
their working preferences.
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Enhanced Features
Content Manager
Rendering improvements
In version 9.2, the Rendering module was redesigned. The Rendering processing was further enhanced
in the 9.3 release.
In the Content Manager client a new monitoring view for the Rendering processing has been added.
The Monitor Render Queue dialog is available from the Administration tab.

From this dialog, the rendering processes can be monitored and errors can be processed.
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Two new options have also been added to facilitate the automatic creation of renditions. On the Record
Types properties dialog, on the Electronic tab, Content Manager administrators can enable options for
renditions to be automatically created for electronic documents that are checked in using specific
record types. The two options that can be enabled are:
l

Automatically create PDF rendition - enable this option so when an electronic document with a
suitable file format is checked into Content Manager, once the document has been transferred to the
document store, it will be sent to the Rendering processor and an PDF will be attached as a
Rendition to the record.

l

Automatically create OCR rendition (for tif, jpg, etc.) - enable this option so when an electronic
document with a suitable file format is checked into Content Manager, once the document has been
transferred to the document store, it will be sent to the Rendering processor and an OCR format will
be attached as a Rendition to the record.

For those organizations using the Advanced Disposal feature and who are using Consignments for their
disposal processing. A new option has been added to the General tab on Archive or Transfer
Consignments, Render records to long term storage format (PDF). Checking this option
automatically creates a PDF rendition for all electronic documents that are associated with the
consignment. The Consignment will not be able to be disposed of until all records have been rendered.
NOTE: For the PDFs to be automatically created, an automatic rendition selection for In
Flagged Consignments must be created in Enterprise Studio.
To facilitate the automatic creation of renditions, in Content Manager Enterprise Studio there additional
settings that can be defined to generate specific automatic PDF renditions. On the dataset right-click
Event Processing menu, the Rendering option displays the Configure Rendering dialog for the
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selected dataset. From this dialog, the rendering processes can be suspended, the automatic rendition
selections can be defined, as well as configuring the OCR Image processing and DocuSign options.

Also in Enterprise Studio, the Rendering processing can be pushed to specific Workgroup Servers. On
the Workgroup Server Properties - Rendering dialog, you can flag if a Workgroup Server will be
processing specific types of Rendering requests, and/or OCR requests. These options allow you to
share out the rendering processes to different Workgroup Servers, if required.
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Searching options
To improve usability of the user Search Results options, the search options that were also available on
other option dialogs, such as the Search - Options dialog, have been removed.

Document Store Integrity Checks
The Document Store Integrity Check functionality has been improved in this release. When a Integrity
Check is run on a Document Store in 9.3, it:
l

uses the document hash to ensure the stored document is valid and has not been tampered with

l

checks if the document is missing and restores the document from backup store if a replacement is
found (if Correct any errors that are encountered is checked). If it cannot find replacement, it will
mark the document as missing.

l

checks for the number of documents that had a discrepancy with the reference count (single
instancing )

l

generates a hash for the document if Generate hash for records that don’t have a stored hash is
checked.
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IDOL and KeyView
In this release the versions of IDOL and Keyview have been upgraded to version 12.0. Image Server,
the component that allows you to complete OCR Image processing, has been upgraded to Media
Server version 12.0.
The default query operator for IDOL has been modified to now be AND rather than OR.
For IDOL, this can be modified to be OR by updating the TRIM Content Service.cfg file and
commenting out, or removing, the DefaultQueryOperator. See CM9.3_IDOL_DCI_Install_Config.pdf
for details.

Elasticsearch
The version of Elasticsearch that is supported in 9.3 is 6.2.x
NOTE: Due to Elasticsearch enhancements, when upgrading from 9.2 or 9.2 Patch 1 and you
are using Elasticsearch for your content index, the Elasticsearch index for the dataset must be
deleted and re-created. See the Content Manager Enterprise Studio help file and the CM9.3_
ElasticSearchInstall_Config.pdf for details on how to remove and create an Elasticsearch
Index.
If your organization uses the Auto-Classification feature, you will also need to re-run the
Classification/Category training.
The default query operator for Elastiscsearch has been modified to now be AND rather than OR. This
cannot be modified.
The configuration of Elasticsearch has been further enhanced in 9.3.
When configuring an Elasticsearch Content Index, rather than defining the name of the Elasticsearch
server and its port number, now you define the Elasticsearch URL. This enhancement allows you to
specify the server name and port number or the HTTP or HTTPS in a single string. If you're using the XPack authentication method, it allows you to specify the HTTPS-based URL for the Elasticsearch
server here.
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The Authentication methods for Elasticsearch have also been enhanced. Now organizations can opt to
use X-Pack authentication and/or Amazon Web Service (AWS) authentication.
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SDK Release Notes
.NET SDK
From the 9.3 release, the .NETSDK.pdf is no longer included on the Content Manager_CDImage.ISO
For further information on the .NET SDK programming toolkit, go to http://sdk.mfcm.xyz/
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